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Project description 
BRI focuses mainly on autoimmune diseases. I was placed in the Ziegler Laboratory which works, mainly, 
with T-cell immunology. The project(s) I worked on involved animal models for dermatitis and asthma. 
Experimental techniques performed included: handling of live mice, preparation of samples, ELISA and 
mRNA expression analysis. 
 
The internship program I participated in at BRI was new for the summer. While they really seemed to want 
their internship students to learn, I feel like the whole concept will improve over time. 
The professor of my lab allowed a lot of individual initiative from each person working in the lab and had a 
very ‘hands-off’ approach. At most I believe I spoke to him, at length, four times during the whole summer. 
On the other hand, Professor Ziegler was very forthcoming if you had any issues at all that you wanted to 
discuss.  
At the start of my stay, I was assigned a simple in vitro experiment culturing basophils. I would like to stress 
that most participants in the BRI summer program were high school students, and as such the proposed 
experiments were adapted to them. If you felt that it was too simple, as in my case, Professor Ziegler was 
extremely accommodating in finding something else to do. So instead of in vitro experiments, I ended up 
working with live mice. 
The lab as a whole was very friendly, and if I ever had a question I could turn to pretty much anybody in the 
lab. I was assigned a supervisor, and most of the laboratory work was performed through this supervisor. 
The average day varied depending on the current ‘scientific burden’. Some days, I worked from 8AM to 
11PM, on other days I didn’t work at all. 
 
My most important experience from the summer was the opportunity to work with and handle live 
mice. While it took over half my stay to get the proper animal welfare certification, I was given a lot 
of independent responsibility in taking care of the mice and the associated experiment. My previous 
knowledge was sufficient to understand the techniques employed in the lab. 
 



Campus life 
As BRI is an independent institute, there was no campus. Venues to explore while there include the Pike Place 
market, the Olympic Mountains, other nearby mountains/camps like Mt Rainier, the Arboretum, the 
University of Washington and nearby Oregon State (especially Portland). Also, keep your eye out for the 
annual SeaFare festival and the Blue Angels that come to visit. 
 
The housing situation is just as bad in Seattle as it is in Stockholm. I eventually found housing 
through a company called Apodments, which lets your rent a ~20m^2 square room. You pay on a 
calendar month basis and two months is the minimum stay. In all, it cost me ~2500 USD. The rest 
of the time I spent with relatives. Except for being a bit pricy, I am overall very satisfied with 
Apodments. Especially because my apartment was in down-town Seattle, close to BRI. 
 
Application 
After the summer, I got a check with the whole summer’s stipend. I would recommend cashing the 
check while you are still in the United States, and not when you get home to Sweden. A lot of 
Swedish banks are not used to these kinds of checks. In my case, they took out a service fee of ~300 
SEK and even let the check expire. 
 


